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ABSTRACT

For carrying out shock-wave experiments on materials, we have built a 63

mm diameter gas-gun facility at our laboratory. It is capable of accelerating

projectiles ( about half kg in weight ) to velocities up to 1 km/s using N

and He gases. These on impacting a target generate shock pressures up to 40

GPa, depending upon the impedance of the impactor and the target. The barrel

of the gun is slotted so that a keyed projectile can be fired for combined

compression - shear studies. Large samples can be shocked (about 60 mm

diameter and 5-10 mm thick), with pressures lasting for a few microseconds.

The gun is similar in design to the one at Washington State University. A

number of diagnostic techniques have also been developed. These include

measurement of projectile velocity, tilt between the impactor and the target,

shock velocity in the target, and time resolved in-material stress wave

histories in the shock loaded samples. Recovery capsules have also been made

to retrieve shocked samples on unloading, which are then analysed using

microscopic techniques like X-ray diffraction, Raman and electron microscopy.

The gun has been performing well and has already been used for a few phase

transition studies.
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1. Introduction

Pressure as a thermodynamic variable provides a means to change the

volume of materials in a controlled way. The compression brought about, now a

days, by pressure can be more than a factor* of tv/o compared with only a few

percent change resulting from temperature increase in materials up to their

melting point. Obviously, the volume dependent variations in materials are

more dramatic with pressure, as is evidenced from the discovery of many novel

and unexpected phase transitions, such as polymorphic transitions, crystalline

to amorphous changes, electronic transitions including valence and insulator

to metal transitions and molecular dissociation. The volume dependent

properties, can be studied using both static pressure and shock wave loading

1-4

techniques. The two techniques are different in the manner the pressure is

generated in the specimen, duration of the pressure, the stress state achieved

in it, and also the kinds of diagnostic probes used. Comparison of the phase

transition data from the two loading conditions is interesting as the presence

of shear, high strain rate (~ 108/s), and defect generations under shock

compression may alter the kinetics of a phase transformation, its mechanism

and its onset pressure. Apart from these, the shock wave methods provide

insight into the microscopic nature of the dynamic yielding in materials.

Materials research with shock waves is valuable in applied sciences also.

The equations of state and constitutive relations obtained from shock wave

experiments are a vital input to the computer codes for simulation of various

situations such as, shock propagation in geological media due to underground

nuclear explosions, reactor accidents, inertial confinement fusion schemes,

missile attack on nuclear installations, and meteoritic impact on the nuclear

waste repository site, etc. Synthesis of novel materials and compaction of

powders with useful properties have also been demonstrated under shock
9, 10

compression.



Over the past two and a half decades, our group at High Pressure Physics

Division has been pursuing research on materials under high pressures. During

this period, we have developed expertise to perform theoretical investigations

and numerical simulations of shock induced phenomena in materials . These have

been utilized to investigate a wide range of scientific problems, viz. ,

equations of state, pressure induced phase transitions and shock-evoked

response in materials. For a review on this work one may see references 11-21.

Now, we have built an experimental shock wave facility. The purpose of this

report is to describe this instrument.

A shock wave in material can be generated by a number of methods. These

include chemical explosives, guns, pulsed radiations and nuclear explosions.

Although, all these techniques have been used for the equation - of - state

1 4

measurements, only chemical explosives, propellant- and gas-guns have been

employed for other material properties, as these properties necessitate the

measurements on thick and large samples. Out of these, gas-guns are superior

as they provide precise control over the projectile velocity, accelerate an

impactor without altering its initial thermodynamic state, and generate in

target, a shock wave with flat top followed by well defined unloading wave.

Moreover, they are relatively safe, can be accomodated in comparetively less

space in the laboratory and can be managed by relatively less number of

people. This led us to the choice for the development of a gas-gun.

Our gun is similar in design to the one at Washington State

University. ' It is capable of accelerating projectiles to velocities up

to 1 km/s, • which on impacting a target can generate a well defined uniaxial

strain condition up to 40 GPa shock pressures for a few microseconds. It has a

provision to avoid the rotation of the projectile during acceleration for

facilitating dynamic shear measurements in the compressed state. Various

in-situ diagnostic techniques include measurement of projectile velocity, tilt



between the impactor and the target, shock velocity, and time resolved

in-material stress wave histories in the shock loaded samples. Soft recovery

of the shocked samples is a) so done so that these could be analysed using

microscopic techniques like x-ray diffraction, Raman and electron microscopy,

Before describing the gas-gun facility, we first give some basics of

shock waves in the next section.

2. Shock Waves Basics

A shock wave is a large amplitude disturbance, moving with supersonic

speed, across which the stress, density and other physical properties of the

Shocked region in

Up

Us

Unshocked region

Up = 0

Fig.1 A snap shot of an ideal steady shock wave.

material change in a near discontinuous manner. For the ideal case of a steady

shock front which connects an undisturbed state to a uniform shocked state

(Fig. 1), it can be proved, using the laws of conservation of mass, momentum

and energy, that the following jump conditions are obeyed24

P U
*0 5
cr - <r =
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E - E =
l o

> (U - U
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p U U
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Here U is the shock front velocity, Uj the particle velocity in the

compressed region, cr, E, p and V the longitudinal stress, specific internal

energy, density and specific volume respectively. Suffixes 1 and 0 represent

the quantities in the shocked and unshocked regions,

In a series of shock wave experiments, for each compression of a

material from a fixed V and E , with a different magnitude of the stress, a
o o

different change of volume is obtained. A locus of these different (cr , V )

0" U,
«r,Up)

vi V Up

Fig. 2 Representation of Hugoniot in (a) cr - V plane (b) U - U plane
s p

(c) cr - U plane

states is known as the Hugoniot of the material centered at (crQ, V Q ). Unlike

under static pressures, where the loading is along an isotherm, the shock

compression proceeds along the Rayleigh line joining the initial {<rQt V Q )

state to the final (<r , V ) state. Consequently, the shock compression is

accompanied by a concurrent increase in temperature which depends on the peak

loading stress. A Hugoniot can also be represented in the Ug- Up plane or cr -

U plane (Fig. 2). For materials not undergoing phase transitions, Ug - Up

plot is generaly found to be linear. The cr' - U plot is very useful for



designing shock experiments where one uses the fact that pressure and

particle velocity are continuous at the interface of two materials.

A planar shock wave can be generated in a sample plate by the impact of a

parallel flying plate. Fig.3 illustrates the x-t diagram for a typical case in

which a plate moving with velocity U strikes a stationary target. On impact,

a right-moving shock wave is generated in the target and a left-moving shock

wave is induced in the impactor, The shock wave in the target reaches a

particular lagrangian point x ( gauge location) at time t , causing almost a

step increase in the stress to the peak value P . In the mean time, the

left-going shock wave reaches the rear free surface of the impactor plate and

gets reflected from it as a right going release wave in the form of a

rarefaction fan. The head of the fan reaches the lagrangian position x at time

t and the tail at time t . Thus, the gauge located at x records a stress wave

profile with a step increase at t to stress P , which remains constant until

t , followed by a gradual release to the ambient pressure at t . The width of

the stress pulse (t - t ) is given by

X X X X

S2 2 1 SI

where U is the shock velocity and C is the lagrangian sound velocity in the

target and U and C are the ones in the impactor. For moderate compressions,

C ~ U and C ~ U , and equation (4) reduces to
1 si 2 s2

2 X

\ - ir- • — (5)

s2

This shows that the stress pulse width is approximately equal to the round

trip time of the wave in the impactor.

* cr and P are used synonymously
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Fig. 3 (a) The impact of a flyer plate with a target, (b) X-t diagram and
(c) Stress profile at a Lagrangian point.

The shock pressure induced in the target can be determined from the analysis

of the Hugoniots of the impactor and the target material in P-U

representation (Fig. 4). As the stresses and particle velocities in the two

plates are continuous at the impact surface, these values are given by the

point of intersection of the Hugoniot H of the target material and reflected
B

Hugoniot H' of the impactor material passing through (U , 0) state. Clearly,
A f

the induced stress depends on the impactor velocity. Higher the plate

velocity, higher is the induced pressure in the target.
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Fig. 4 Pressure P and particle velocity U induced in the target.

If the flyer and the target plates are infinitely long in the lateral

direction, the impact will introduce particle velocity normal to the impact

surface but no particle motion in the lateral direction, causing a well

defined uniaxial strain in the target. However, due to the finite size of the

sample, the release waves from the lateral boundaries propagate inward and

reduce the pressure as they arrive at interior locations. The time duration of

the experiments is thus restricted because the measurements must be completed

in the central portion of the sample before the edge waves reach the gauge

location. This necessitates the use of samples with a large diameter to

thickness ratio.

A combined compression and si.var wave can be generated in a sample by the

impact of parallel plates such that the normals to surface of both these

11



plates are inclined to the direction of motion of the impactor. The particle

motion resulting from the impact can be resolved into two components, normal

to the impacting surface and parallel to it. The normal component causes

propagation of a compression wave while the parallel component introduces a

shear wave in the specimen, The relative amplitudes of the compression and

23

shear motion are determined by the angle of inclination.

Propagation of shock wave with a single shock front is possible in a

material for which the compressibility decreases with compression. However,

many phenomena like a phase transition or dynamic yielding in a material may

cause an anomalous behaviour in its compression curve. This may lead to change

in the structure of the wave as it propagate into the material. For example,

in the case of a first order phase transition, the wave may eventually travel

with a two-step wave front, the stress amplitude of the first step

corresponding to the transition pressure. Thus the evolution of the structure

of the wave is determined by the material response, in addition to the

conservation laws of continuum mechanics. So, the objective of a typical shock

wave experiment is to input a well defined planar shock wave in a material and

determine the material properties from the wave profile measurements.

It may be mentioned that the real time microscopic measurements like

x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering to probe shocked state have also been

developed by a few laboratories. " However, because of the short duration

of a shock experiment, these measurements are extremely difficult and costly.

Most of the information about the shock-induced response in materials is

obtained from continuum measurements of wave profiles. All the microscopic

characterization methods can, however* be employed to analyse the irreversible

changes on shock loading by studying the shock recovered samples.

12



3. Description Of The Gas-Gun

The main parts of the gas-gun are (i) the barrel (ii) the breech (iii)

the target chamber and (iv) the catcher system. The auxiliary systems comprise

a vacuum system, a compressor, a valve station etc. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 give the

schematic layout and the photograph of the facility. Important dimensions are

listed in table I.

VALVE STATION

oooo
CO
<Z
ID

U

a

BREECH

CDMPRESSDR

BARREL CATCHER TANK

TARGET
CHAMBER

Fig. 5 Schematic layout for the gun.

Table I. Dimensions of the main components of the gas-gun.

Barrel

Breech vessel

Target chamber

Catcher tank

Projectile

Length

300 cm

50 cm

60 cm

290 cm

12.5 cm

Inner

6.

25.

105

105

52.

diameter

28 cm

6 cm

cm

cm

05 mm

outer diameter

11.43 cm

36 cm

106.6 cm

106.6 cm

62.75 mm

13



Fig. 6 Photograph of Uie gas gun facility.
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3.1 Barrel

The bore diameter of the barrel is 62.8 mm. This diameter allows the

shocking of large samples and is adequate for getting uniaxial strain

conditions for up to 10 iis in the samples. It has been machined from a bar of

EN-24 steel, heat treated to RC38, with an outer diameter of 114.3 mm. The

inside of the barrel is uniform within 50 microns and is honed to a surface

finish of 0.8/. The barrel is 3 m long. This length of the barrel is enough to

obtain about 80 % of the maximum projectile velocity possible from the highest

gas pressure of 410 bars in the breech. A straight slot, 3.05 mm wide and 1.9

mm deep, is machined in the inner surface of the barrel. The slot is straight

to within 130 micron over the whole length of the barrel. Thus by fitting a 25

mm long brass key with the same cross-sectional dimensions as that of the slot

on the projectile, the projectile is guided through the length of the barrel

avoiding its rotation during acceleration. This facilitates the impact of

parallel inclined plates for the combined compression-shear experiments.

3.2 Breech

The breech is a vessel that contains the gas at high pressure. The

breech opening mechanism provides an unrestricted flow of the gas behind the

projectile within a few milliseconds. Two types of breeches are used: (i) wrap

around breech and (ii) double diaphragm breech.

3.2.1 Wrap Around Breech

A schematic of the wrap around breech is shown in Fig. 7. This breech

essentially consists of a cylindrical pressure vessel (A) having a volume of

25 liters. It is 50 cm long, 36 cm in outer diameter and has 5.2 cm wall

thickness. A 8 cm thick flange (B) with an axial hole equal to the outer

diameter of the barrel is fastened to one end of the vessel with 8 bolts

15



C;AS IN MOT

PROJECTILE HOLDER

mmmiTimrnm

Fig. 7 Section of wrap around breech assembly: (A) pressure vessel, (B) front
flange, (C) barrel, (D) rear flange, (E) locking plug, (F) projectile
holder, (G) ports in the holder, (H) projectile, (I) '0* rings and
(J) nipple.

having a diameter of 3 cm. The barrel (C) extends into the vessel through this

flange and it is fixed in position by using a 1.21 cm thick split ring

between it and the flange. The other end of the vessel is fastened with a 9 cm

thick flange '(D) which also has axial hole. Through this hole, a projectile

holder is inserted that joins to the barrel. A locking plug (E) threaded into

the flange keeps the projectile holder pressing against the barrel. The

projectile holder (F) has 6 ports (G) through which the gas from the breech is

allowed to flow behind the projectile. Initially, the projectile (H) is

emplaced in this projectile holder. In this position it seals the ports by

means of two '0' rings (I) positioned in the front and the rear end of the

inside diameter of the projectile holder. The breech is filled with a high

pressure gas through a radial hole in the pressure vessel. To launch the

projectile a small amount of gas is injected behind the projectile, through a

nipple (J) at the back of the projectile holder. This causes the projectile to

16



move pass the ports allowing the full gas pressure to act behind it, thereby

accelerating it.

This breech is comparatively easy to use, However, the need for the

thick walled projectile to withstand the whole breech pressure in firing

position, increases its mass thereby lowering the gain in its terminal

velocity at higher breech pressures. Hence this breech is designed for up to

210 bars. Theoretical estimates show that with this pressure, a projectile can

be accelerated to the velocity of 0.7 mm/jis using helium gas.

3.2.2 Double Diaphragm Breech

For the higher projectile velocity range, the double diaphragm breech

is used. Here the projectile is separated from the gas in the breech through a

pair of stainless steel diaphragms. In this breech, the pressure vessel (A)

used is the same as that in the wrap around breech. As shown in Fig. 8, one

end of this vessel is completely blocked with a flange (B). Onto the other

side of the vessel, four flanges are fastened together using eight 3 cm dia

and 32 cm long HTS (high tensile strength) steel bolts. At their center, the

two flanges (C,D) close to the vessel have square hole of 114 mm edge whereas

GAS INLET
H

ARREL

ROJECTILE

HIGH PRESSURE GAS

C D E F

Fig. 8 Section of double diaphragm breech assembly: (A) pressure vessel, B,C,

D,E,F flanges,G and H radial holes, (I) region between the diaphragms.

17



the other two (E,F) have a circular hole of 114 mm diameter. One diaphragm is

placed between the vessel (A) and the first flange (C) and the other one is

placed between the first and second flanges (C & D). The bursting pressure of

these diaphragms is 220 bars. The barrel enters through the fourth flange (F)

and extends upto the middle of the third flange (E). The barrel is held in

position by means of a pair of 1.21 cm thick spl it rings. This breech is

designed for upto 410 bars.

The first flange (C) has a radial hole (G) to fill the gas into the

space between the two diaphragms. Also, there is a radial hole (H) in the

flange E to evacuate the volume behind the projectile. Once this volume is

evacuated, the filling of the breech is done in two steps. First, the

breech and the space between the two diaphragms (I) is filled to about half

the firing pressure. In the second step, the gas is filled only in the breech

upto the firing pressure. In this situation, each diaphragm is subjected to a

differential pressure of less than its burst pressure. For firing the

projectile, the gas from the space between the two diaphragms (I) is allowed

to escape thus increasing the differential pressure acting on the breech side

diaphragm until it ruptures. The full pressure of the breech now acts on the

other diaphragm which also bursts, thus releasing all the gas behind the

projectile.

This method requires the calibration of the diaphragm system, so that

one can choose them to burst at a desired pressure. Our initial set of

diaphragms, had a bursting pressure of 220 bars so that breech could be tested

at its full operating pressure. The diaphragm were found to be fully opened

as expected into four petals (Fig 9).

The pressure vessel, the flanges, the projectile holder and the split

rings have been rough machined from an EN-24 forging, heat treated to RC38 and

then machined to the final sizes.

18



(a). (b)

Fig. 9 Photograph of the stainless steel diphragm (a) before and (b) after
bursting in the duoble diphragm breech.

The results of the theoretical simulations show that with 410 bars breech

pressure, a 300 gm projectile can be accelerated to 0.90 mm//is using He gas.

3.3 Target Chamber

The target chamber is the place where the projectile impacts the

target. It needs to be sealed so that it holds vacuum before firing the

projectile and should hold the pressure of the gas which fills it after the

projectile makes an exit from the barrel. Fig. 10 shows the side view of the

target chamber along with the catcher system.

The chamber is a. 8 mm thick stainless steel vessel (A) with 107 cm

diameter and 60 cm in length. One side of this vessel is fitted with a door

(B) and the other side welded to a flat 2.5 cm thick stainless steel plate (C)

into which the muzzle end of the barrel opens. The barrel is fixed to this

plate using a split ring. The joint is made vacuum-tight using suitable (0'

19



Mylar diaphhggft) 500 Kg trolley

rrojzciih
10Horr

K V-' coiion yccgs ;." ' '•*•.'

Catchtv Tank D

Fig. 10 Side view of the target chamber along with catcher tank: (A) Target
chamber, (B) door, (C) 2.5 cm thick SS plate, (D) catcher tank, (E)
mylar diaphragm, (F) trolley and (G) 10 cm thick steel plate.

rings. A plumb line from the vacuum system opens into the target chamber

through this S.S plate. The chamber has eight radial ports ; four of them

20 cm in diameter are positioned at 90° with respect to each other, whereas

the other four 10 cm in diameter are shifted with respect to the former set by

45°. One of the ports is fixed with a flange that is fitted with vacuum tight

BNC connectors for transferring the electrical signals from within the target

chamber to the recording instruments. Another port diametrically opposite to

this port is fixed with a flange that is fitted with a optical window from

20



where optical records can be obtained. Other ports are also fitted with

stainless steel flanges which can be used for transferring signalsat future

date. When the door is closed, the target chamber can be evacuated to 10

millitorr (see section 5). The target chamber is welded to the support

structure of the gun, described in section 7. A photograph of the target

chamber is displayed in Fig. 11.

3.4 Catcher Tank

The main purpose of the catcher tank is to stop the projectile which,

after hitting the target, is still moving with high velocity and is also

carrying the target debris along with it. It is a 8mm thick cylindrical

vessel, 290 cm long and 107 cm in diameter (Fig. 10). This tank is mounted on

castor wheels and can be brought close to the target chamber and clamped to

it by means of various quick locking connects. The tank is not evacuated and

it is separated from the evacuated target chamber by a 0,2 mm thick, 45.7 cm

in diameter, mylar diaphragm (E) fixed in the central hole of the door of the

target chamber. The moving projectile and the debris pierce the diaphragm and

enter the catcher tank, where it is arrested in cotton rags that are filled in

a cylindrical trolley (F), 45 cm in diameter and 120 cm in length, on the

opposite side of which a 10 cm thick steel plate (G) is welded. The trolley,

about 500 kg in weight is suspended on the rails and moves with a velocity of

a few metre per second on absorbing the moving projectile. The trolley is

finally stopped by shock absorbers supported against the rear end of the

catcher tank. Each shock absorber has an energy absorbing capacity of 2.03 KJ

which is enough for stopping the trolley moving with a maximum K.E. of 1.6 KJ.

After each shot, the target and the projectile are extracted from the trolley,

the latter is again stuffed back with rags. Fig.12 shows a photograph of the

catcher system.
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Fig. 11 The inside view of target chamber

Fig. 12 Photograph of the catcher tank system.
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4. High Pressure Gas Flow System

The schematic diagram of the high pressure gas flow system is shown in

Fig. 13 and 14. It consists of electrically operated solenoid valves, pressure

transmitters, thermocouple vacuum measuring gauges and relief valves, which

are connected with a 6.35 mm OD and 3 mm ID 316 stainless steel tubing using

Swagelock fittings, into a valve station (Fig. 15). The gas from the storage

bottles (Gl - G4) can be filled into the breech through two paths. One path is

direct and the other one is through a compressor. When the required breech

pressure is less than the bottle pressure (about 150 bars) the direct path is

used. The valves VI to VI3 are high pressure solenoid valves which can be

operated electrically from remote and can withstand gas pressure up to 500

bars.

For the safety of the system, two relief valves RV1 and RV2 are

provided ; one at the outlet of the compressor and the other at the inlet of

the breech. These valves are set to 450 bars pressure to ensure that the

pressure never exceeds this value anywhere in the system.

Pressure transmitters PT1 through PT5 measure pressure at different

locations. Out of these, PT1 and PT5 are having the range upto 150 bars and

the others, 600 bars. All the pressure transmitters convert the pressure value

into current range of 4-20 mA, which is fed to display units for reading the

pressure value. These display units can generate the upper and lower alarm

signals for the preset pressure values and also generate outputs of 0 - 10 V

for full range of pressure.

A diaphragm type compressor, which can compress a gas (N , He or air)

from the minimum suction pressure of 50 bars to the discharge pressure of 500

bars is used (Fig. 16). Its capacity varies from 24 Sm3/hr to 125 SmVhr for

the inlet pressure of 50 bar to 150 bars, respectively. The compressor can be

electrically operated from remote.
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Fig. 13 Flow diagram of the compressed gas system for the wrap around breech
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Fig. 14 Flow diagram of the compressed-gas system for double diaphragm breech.



Fig. 15 Photograph shov/ing various valves and pressure transmitters mounted
on the vaive station.

Fig. 16 Diaphragm type Co/npressor for filling the breech
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The final connection of the high pressure system to the breech is made

by two flexible hoses through quick connectors. These hoses can stand a

pressure of 650 bars. The full high pressure gas flow system is same for the

tv/o types of breeches; only the hoses are connected to different locations in

them, (the sequence of operation of various valves is, of course, different).

The hose 1 is connected as shown in figures 13 and 14 to the breech pressure

vessel, The hose 2 is connected to the nipple at the back side of the

projectile holder in the case of the wrap around breech but it is connected to

the flange 1 in the double diaphragm breech.

5, Vacuum System

The purpose of this system is to evacuate the target chamber and the

barrel in front of the projectile, down to 10 millitorr. This is to avoid the

increase in the rise time of the shock pulse because of the cushioning effect

of the air between the impactor and the target, and also to avoid heating

of the impactor during acceleration.

The schematic diagram of the vacuum system is shown in Fig.17. To

evacuate the 1500 litre volume of the target chamber (including the barrel

volume), a combination of roots and rotary pumps is used. The target chamber

is connected to the vacuum pumps by means of 15 cm ID plumbing line, The

rotary pump has capacity of 150 m /hr and the roots pump is of capacity 950

m /hr. VAC1 is a 15.2 cm ID gate-valve which is electro-pneumatically

operated. For the saftey of the vacuum pumps, a wire mesh filter is provided

between the target chamber and the gate valve. This filter prevents the

sucking of cotton rags from the target chamber to the plumbing line. The space

behind the projectile, about a liter, is also evacuated using the same roots
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Fig. 17 Schematic diagram of the vacuum system.

and rotary pumps through a 1.25 cm ID SS plumbing line. This is to stop the

suction of the projectile into the barrel. Hose 3 provides the connection of

this plumbing line to the nipple behind the projectile holder of the wrap

around breech (Fig.13). For double diaphragm breech, the hose 3 is connected

to the flange D for evacuating the space between diaphragm and the projectile

(Fig.14). The evacuated volume behind the projectile is isolated using a gate

valve VAC2. VAC2 is again a electro-pneumatically operated 2.5 cm ID gate

valve. The compressed air to the pneumatic cylinders of these valves is fed
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through an air pressure regulator cum filter, the operating air pressure of

the cylinders being about 5 bars, The high pressure valve V13 isolates and

protects the vacuum system from the high pressure gas behind the projectile..

The vacuum measurements are made using the thermocouple gauges TCI, TC2 and

TC3 and displayed in the control room using gauge controllers. The system is

provided with two manual and two electrically operated air admittance valves.

One electrical air admittance valve is interlocked to release the air into the

rotary pump in the event of power failure and this leads to the closure of all

vacuum valves. All the gaskets used for the vacuum components are made of

Neoprene. In Fig.18, we show a photograph of the vacuum system.

Fig. 18 A picture of the vacuum system
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6. Control System

6.1 General Features

The general features of the control system are the following :

i) 11 is programmable logic based and interfaced with IBM compatible

personal computer.

li) It provides the option to operate in manual or auto mode. In auto

mode the system performs the whole sequence of operations, which is

programmed into the logic controller using suitable software, and

finally gives a ready signal for firing the gun. Firing is,

however, always done manually.

iii) at any moment the user can decide to shift from the auto to the

manual mode.

Fig. 19 Picture showing the control panel and the control desk: (A) control
panel (B) mimic diagram on control desk (C) horizontal portion of
control desk.
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iv) The control panel displays the status of the complete system.

v) It incorporates checks and hardwired trips for the safe operation

of the system.

The control system consists of two units, a control panel (A) and a

control desk (B) (Fig.19). The control panel contains three light indicators,

which display proper functioning of the three power supplies, 24 V DC, 230. V

AC and 440 V AC, used by various devices in the system. It also contains

pressure indicators for the five pressure transmitters, PT1 through PT5, and

the vacuum indicators for the three vacuum gauge controllers, TCI through TC3

(Fig.13 & 14 ). The pressure transmitter PT1 measures the bottle pressure, PT2

gives the pressure at the outlet of the compressor, PT3 and PT4 display the

breech pressure and PT5 indicates the pressure of the gas between the two

diaphragms in the double diaphragm breech. The vacuum gauge controller TC2

displays the vacuum level behind' the projectile, whereas TCI and TC3 indicate

the vacuum level in the target chamber.

The control desk has a mimic diagram of the high pressure gas flow system

us well as the vacuum system. Each device (valve or pump) is represented on

this mimic diagram by a light .emitting diode (LED). By a quick glance, a user

can get the status of all the valves, the compressor and the vacuum pumps.

The mimic has two additional LEDs, one of which indicates the attainment of

the desired vacuum level and the other gives the system ready signal for

firing. .

The lower horizontal portion (C) of the control desk contains two selector

switches SI and S2, and twenty three latch type illuminated push button

switches. The switch SI is used for auto/manual mode selection whereas the

switch S2 is used for selection of the breech (wrap around or double

diaphragm). The push button switches are used for operating the high pressure

solenoid valves, the vacuum pumps and the compressor. All the push button
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switches are red in colour except one which is yellow. The illumination of

this yellow switch indicates the tripping of the system because of the safety

requirement discussed in section 6.3. The system can also be tripped manually

by the user in case of emergency by depressing this yellow switch. The first

depression of any of the other switches activates the corresponding device and

is indicated by the illumination on the switch as well as by illumination of

the corresponding LED on the mimic diagram. The second depression deactivates

that device. One of these push button switches namely 'fire switch' is covered

and locked and is depressed to fire the gun only when the user is ready to

record the data.

6.2 Sequence Of Operations

Here, we describe the sequence of operation of all the valves and the

pumps in the auto mode selection, of the control system. All these

operations, however, can be performed in the manual mode also. Moreover,

the user can at any stage switch from the auto mode to the manual mode by

using the auto/manual selector switch SI. An overall sequence of operation of

the gas gun is given in Fig. 20. The required vacuum (10 milli torr) in the

target chamber and the desired pressure in the breech (P4 set) are preset in

the program loaded to the logic controller. First, the desired vacuum is cre-

ated in the target chamber and then the breech is filled to the high pressure.

6.2.1 Creation of Vacuum

(i) The system is started by pressing the 'start sequence' push button switch.

This opens valve V13 & VAC2 switches on the rotary and the roots pumps, for

evacuating the region behind the projectile. Once this vacuum reaches 20

millitorr, the valve VAC2 is closed.
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OPERATB VACUUM

Fig. 20 Overall sequence of operations for firing the gun.

(ii) The valve VAC1 is opened for evacuating the target chamber. On

achieving a vacuum of 20 millitorr in the target chamber, the valve VAC2 also

is opened so that both the regions are evacuated simultaneously,

(iii) On attaining 10 millitorr vacuum in the target chamber, valve V13, VAC1

and VAC2 are closed and vacuum pumps are switched off. This illuminates the

'vacuum ready' LED on the mimic panel, and also gives a start signal for

pressurising the breech.
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6.2.2 Gas Filling of Breech

On receiving the 'vacuum ready1 signal, the filling of the breech is

started. The flow diagrams for the sequence of operation of various valves for

the two breeches are shown in Fig. 21 and 22. The various steps are,

A. Wrap around breech (see Fig.13)

(i) valve VI, V6 and V7 are opened so that the gas flows from the bottle to

the breech just by differential pressure. The breech pressure is monitored

using the pressure transmitter PT4.

(ii) If the Is bottle does not fill the breech to the required P4set pressure

then the 2 n , 3r and 4 bottles are used till the set pressure is attained.

(iii) if the required breech pressure is not obtained even with the

fourth bottle, then the compressor is used for further filling the breech.

This is done by closing the valve V6, opening valves V7 and Vn (n is bottle

number), and starting the compressor using switch C5. Care is taken that the

gas pressure at the inlet of the compressor never falls below 50 bars.

(iv) On obtaining the desired pressure (P4set) in the breech, compressor is

switched off, all the valves are closed. Then, the valve V8 is opened. In this

condition the gun is ready for firing, which is indicated by illumination of

the 'SYSTEM READY1 LED on the mimic diagram.

B. Double Diaphragm Breech (see Fig.14)

(i) valve VI, V6, V7, V8 and V10 are opened so that the gas flows from the

bottle to the breech pressure vessel as well as to the space between the two

diaphragms. The gas pressure in the two regions are monitored using the

pressure • transmitter PT4 and PT5 respectively. If the pressure of the bottle

becomes low , the compressor is used ( see step (iii) of wrap around breech).
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Fig. 21 Flow chart of sequence of operations for the wrap around breech
assembly.
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Fig. 22 Flow chart of sequence of operations for the double diaphragm
breech assembly.
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(ii) As soon as the two regions are filled to P5set pressure, that is half

the desired pressure in the breech, the valve V8 and V10 are closed. Then on

the gas is filled only into the breech pressure vessel.

(iii) On obtaining the desired pressure (P4set) in the breech, compressor is

switched off and all the valves are closed. Then, the valve V9 is opened. In

this condition the gun is ready for firing, which is indicated by the

illumination of the 'SYSTEM READY' LED on the mimic diagram.

6.2.3 Firing

The firing of the gun is accomplished by pressing the 'fire switch' only

after making sure that all the oscilloscopes and the other diagnostics

instruments are properly set for recording the experimental data. In the wrap

around breech, the pressing of the fire switch opens valve V10 that allows the

injection of gas from high pressure breech to behind the projectile, causing

it to move past the ports. On the other hand, pressing of the same switch

in double diaphragm breech allows the escape of the gas from the space

between the diaphragms , so that each diaphragm in turn experiences the full

burst pressure.

6.3 Safety features

The control system incorporates various safety features. For example,

the system trips instantly, both in the manual and auto mode, closing all the

valves and switching off pumps if any of the following happens:

i) the discharge pressure of the compressor is too high (greater than

450 bars);

ii) the suction pressure of the compressor is too low (less than 50 bars);

iii) the diaphragm of the compressor fails;

iv) the gas outlet temperature is too high;
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v) the cooling water supply is not enough for compressor;

vi) the pressure in the space between the diaphragms is too high ( greater

than 210 bars).

In addition to these trips, the system ensures that the gun cannot be

fired unless 'SYSTEM READY' signal is available.

7. Structural Support

On firing, the gun experiences a recoil force of 13 tons towards the

breech-end when the projectile leaves the barrel. Also the target chamber

and the catcher tank experience a dynamic force of 5 tons during the process

of stopping the projectile. The structural support is designed such that it

absorbs both, dynamic forces and any couples. The barrel is rigidly fixed to

the target chamber which is welded to two vertical pillars (see Fig. 6). Both

the barrel and the breech rest on two supports which are bolted to a

horizontal I-beam. This I-beam is supported by eight vertical pillars at the

breech-end and is welded to the target chamber at the other end. All these

vertical pillars are in turn welded to the base plates which are fastened to

the anchor bolts embedded in the RCC platform.

8. Projectile And Projectile Holder

Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 show the photographs of the projectile and

projectile holder, respectively. Projectile is machined from a 2024-T4 solid

aluminum rod and the holder is made from EN-24 steel. Each projectile is made

from a single rod to avoid any failure when used in the wrap around breech.

The dimensions of the projectile are chosen such that it seals all the ports

in the projectile holder and withstands 210 bar pressure in the wrap around

breech. It also has a very small clearance with barrel internal diameter to

minimize the tilt between the impactor and the target. But, at the same time
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it is loose enough so as to pass smoothly through the entire length of the

barrel. Its outer diameter is 62.75+0.01 and has a' wall thickness of 5.68 mm.

The '0' ring towards the front end on the projectile not only helps to center

it in the barrel but prevents any gas overtaking it. The inner surface of the

projectile holder also has two (0' ring grooves: one towards the front end and

the other towards the rear end. The '0' rings, both for the projectile and the

projectile holder, are made of buna-N rubber with 70 durometer hardness. The

2.5 cm long brass key fixed on the projectile fits exactly in the barrel slot

and guides it during the acceleration which facilitates impact of parallel

inclined plates.

9. Target Alignment

In order to generate a planar shock, the sample has to be positioned at

the muzzle end of the barrel and aligned parallel to the impactor which is

glued to the front end of the projectile. This is achieved by fixing the

sample using epoxy in the central hole of a target ring such that the sample

surface is coplanar with the face of the ring. This ring is then held in front

of the barrel using suitable mounting arrangement (Fig.25) that basically

consists of an aluminium target holder (A) and stainless steel mounting ring

(B). The mounting ring is 30 mm thick with 0,D. of 230 mm and I.D. of 202 mm.

It is fixed onto the 2.5 cm thick plate (C) in the target chamber at the

muzzle end of barrel with three spring loaded HTS bolts (D) 120° apart. The

target holder is 10 mm thick and has I.D. of 140 mm and O.D. of 180 mm. On the

periphery of the holder, two 35 mm long knurls are fixed at 180 apart. The

target holder is secured by sliding the two knurls into the corresponding

semicircular grooves in the mounting ring with the help of brackets (E), so

that it can rotate about an axis perpendicular to the barrel axis. The target
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Fig. 23 Photograph of the projectile.

Fig. 24, Photograph of the projectile holder.



ring is finally fastened to this target holder. With this arrangement the

target can be positioned not only perpendicular to barrel axis for normal

impacts but also at any other angle for parallel inclined impacts.

To ensure parallelism between the target and the impactor, an alignment

fixture and a linear measuring unit along with inductive probe are used. The

alignment fixture is a 10 mm thick stainless steel plate having the

Fig. 25 Photograph showing the target holder in an inclined position inside
the target chamber: (A) target holder with knurls, (B) mounting
ring, (C) 2.5 cm thick stainless steel plate, (D) spring loaded HTS
bolts and (E) brackets.

same diameter as that 6f the target ring, and it has number of through holes

as well as semicircular slots to serve as the probe-guide at various pitch

center diameters. For alignment, the projectile is placed inside the barrel at
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the muzzle end, and the alignment fixture is mounted on the target holder, The

spring-loaded bolts on the mounting ring are adjusted till the spacings

between the impactor and the alignment fixture at various locations, as

measured by the inductive probe, are within 20-25 microns.

10. Diagnostic Techniques

As discussed in section 2, wave profile measurements are highly desirable

to understand the material response under shock compression. For this, we have

developed a technique for time-resolved measurement of the in-material stress

wave profile <r(t) using manganin gauges. Measurement of the stress profile at

two or more locations in the sample gives the shock wave velocity U as well.

Instrumentation is also being developed for the Velocity Interferometer System

for Any Reflector (VISAR)34 and the Electro Magnetic Velocity (EMV) gauge

technique for the measurements of particle velocity profile, U (t).
p

The projectile velocity also is an important parameter and it can be

measured with very high accuracy. In case of symmetric impacts, the particle

velocity in the target is half the projectile velocity. We use the usual pin

shorting technique for the measurement of projectile velocity. A laser based

technique for the same is also under development. For getting the deviation

from parallelism between the impactor and the target, a tilt measurement

technique has also been developed.

A capsule has also been made for recovery of the shocked samples, so that

the permanent changes caused by the shock compression can be investigated

using microscopic techniques later on. Some details of these techniques are

discussed in this section.
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10.1 Projectile Velocity Measurement

The measurement of projectile velocity basically involves recording the

time of flight of the moving projectile between four pairs of sequentially

arranged, precisely placed charged pins. Electric pulses are generated when

the projectile shorts each pair of pins. The pins are prepared from a 15 mm

long, 1.8 mm thick brass rod, on one end of which 0.5 mm diameter needle is

turned to a length of 5 mm. These pins spaced about 10 mm apart are positioned

in the teflon block (A) so that the 5 mm long needle projects out from the

lower side of the block. The teflon block is fixed in the steel frame assembly

(B), as shown in Fig.26.

After measuring the spacings between the pins using a travelling

microscope, the assembly is mounted at the muzzle end of the barrel so that

the moving projectile contacts about 1.5 mm of the needle length and shorts

each pair in succession. Using an electronic circuit, the shorting of each

pair of pins is converted into an electrical pulse, which can be accepted by

a universal counter. The time of flight between any two pair of pins is

measured by measuring the time duration between the corresponding two

electrical pulses using three universal counters with time resolution of 10ns.

Fig. 27 shows the schematic view of the electrical connections. The shorting

of first pair of pins starts the first universal counter whereas shorting the

second pair stops it, thus registering the elapsed time. Similarly, the second

counter measures the time elapsed between the shorting of the second and the

third pairs of pins, and the third counter between the third and the fourth.

Fig.28 compares the experimentally measured projectile velocities from

our gas-gun with the results of numerical simulations both for nitrogen as

well as helium gas. The excellent agreement shows that the gun is performing

well.
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Fig.26 A photograph showing velocity block: (A) teflon block, (B) steel frame

. flange in the

T.C. port pulse generator

o o
D 3

T.C .-Target Chamber

Fig. 27 Schematic of the overall connections for projectile velocity
measurement.
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Fig. 28 Projectile velocity plotted against the ratio of breech pressure to
projectile mass.

10.2 Stress-profile Measurement

The manganin gauges are extensively used for in-material stress

measurement. Their usage is based on the empirical relation between the

resistance change and the stress, i.e.,

AR (t)
R

= K o- (t)
n

(6)

Here AR is the resistance change, R is the initial resistance, v is the
0 n

component of stress normal to the gauge foil. This relation is almost linear

upto 10 GPa above which the dependence of K on stress is determined by

measuring response of the gauge embedded in the samples of known EOS.
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Fig. 29 (a) Four lead manganin gauge, and (b) Gauge to be assembled between
two sample plates.

Manganin foils of about 25 fim thickness are used. The composition of

this alloy is 84% Cu, 12% Mn and 4% Ni. The manganin gauges, as shown in

Fig. 29, were prepared in four lead form, from the manganin foil by a

photochemical etching method. The active gauge element is 0.9 mm wide and 10

mm long. The typical resistance of a gauge is about 100 mQ. The gauge is

sandwiched between sample discs using a thin layer of epoxy (Fig.29b). In case

of metallic samples, the gauge is insulated by the use of a 15 /im thick^ mylar

sheet. The electrical circuit used for recording the resistance change is

similar to the one used by Gupta and Gupta (Fig.30 & 31).
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In an experiment, the moving flyer plate shorts a pair of trigger pins

just prior to impacting the target. This generates an electrical pulse which

switches on a 500 V pulse power supply that sends a constant current of about

10 amp through the outer leads of the gauge. The voltage across the inner two

terminals is recorded using 100 MHz, 400 megasamples/s digital storage

oscilloscopes. The stored waveform is then transferred to a PC using GPIB

connection for further processing* The ratio of the voltage change at any time

to the initial uniform voltage is directly proportional to the resistance

change ratio in Eq. 6.

A typical stress wave profile record for a symmetric impact of steel, on

steel is shown in Fig.32. The projectile velocity used in this shot was 0.415

mm/fisec. The initial voltage signal of the gauge was V = 847 mV. The jump in

Trigger

Diagnostics Room

flange in the I Trigger unit Triggerable power suply

1

storage
oscillioscope

Sample

Ext. Trigger
T.Crlarget Chamber

©-fifty ohm|
terminator '

Fig. 30 Experimental set up for stress profile measurement
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Fig. 31 Diagnostic instruments for wave profile measurement.

CM
•s
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o

Time (2.5/Asec/div)

Fig.32 A voltage profile recorded from manganin gauge embeded in steel target
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the signal due to the impact was measured to be 163 mV. By using the constant

K = 0.0025 per kbar?1 Eq. 6^ields a stress value of 77 kbar. This value is

in excellent agreement with the pressure value of 78 kbar, estimated using the

known Hugoniot of steel.

10.3 Tilt Measurement

Tilt measurement provides information on the degree of parallelism

between the impactor and the target. As explained earlier, the basic

assumption underlying,the analysis of the shock data is that the material is

subjected to a planar shock wave. If a projectile travelling with velocity V
p

is tilted at an angle a with respect to. the target, the, tilt in the shock

front induced in the target gets magnified to angle /3 = sin (U sin cc/V ).

This causes an increase in the sweep time during which the shock front

encompasses the gauge resulting in the increased rise time of the measured

wave profile.

(a)

(b)

Vapour deposition

Metalic ring

Epoxy potti'ng

Target

Brass pins

Vapour deposition

Impactor

Fig. 33 Schematic of vapour deposition on (a) target and (b) impactor
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For tilt measurement, a special target is employed. In this four, pairs

of copper strips are vapour deposited in the radial direction on the front

side of the target, as shown in Fig. 31. These strips extend up to the

corresponding four pairs of brass pins fixed around the sample. The electrical

cables attached to the brass pins on the rear side of the target are connected

to the electronic circuit. Similarly, four quarter-circular strips are also

vapour deposited on the impactor front surface (Fig. 33).

When the moving projectile hits the target, the four pairs of vapour

deposited strips on it are shorted by the corresponding quarter circular

strips of the impactor. The shortings of these strips are fed to an electronic

circuit, the output of which is a voltage profile given by,

V(t) = RIIl.H(t-tl) + I2.H(t-t2) + I3.H(t-t3) + I4.H(t-t4)] (2)

where HU-t^) = 0 for t-t^ < 0

HCt-t^ = 1 for t-t > 0

Here tl, t2, t3 and t4 correspond to the times at which pins 1, 2, 3 and 4

respectively, are shorted by the projectile. The ratio II: 12: 13: 14 being 1

: 2 : 4 : 8. The relative voltage outputs for respective shorting of pins 1,

2, 3 and 4 are in the same ratio. With this ratio of voltages, the sequence of

pin closures can be determined, as any additive combination of 1, 2, 4 and 8

will give a unique voltage combination on the oscilloscope. Knowing the time

of shorting of each pin from the measured output on the storage scope and the

projectile velocity, tilt angle can be evaluated.

A tilt measurement carried out using 4072 Gould oscilloscopes in one of

our experiments is shown in Fig. 34. The velocity of the projectile was 0.270

km/sec. The voltage steps in the record show that the shorting sequ - of the

pair of strips on the target sample is 2, 3, 1, 4 and the total time for
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Fig. 34 A tilt profile recorded on 4072 Gould storage oscilloscope
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shorting of the all the four pairs of strips is 2.99 jisec. The tilt between

the impactor and the sample is estimated to be about 13 mrad.

10.4 Assembly for recovery of shock-loaded samples

A great deal of information can be obtained about the relationship between

the mechanical properties and shock-induced microstructure, and also about the

crystallographic nature of irreversible phase transitions, by analysing the

samples recovered after shock loading. The analysis is based on the

assumption that the induced changes in the sample result solely from

compression and unloading due to one dimensional shock, which is perfectly

valid for the in-situ measurements as they are completed before the radial

release waves destroy the planar condition in the central portion of the

sample. However, the long term unloading behaviour of the sample is governed

by the multiple reverberations and interactions of the longitudinal and radial

release waves. Numerical modeling results indicate that, if proper care is not

taken, the effects of release waves can be so large that these can completely

mask the effects of the initial one dimensional shock wave . Therefore, the

design of a recovery system is non-trivial. Based on detailed computer

simulations, Stevens and Jones suggested that the radial release can be

mitigated by using sample with a large diameter to thickness ratio ( = 7:1)

and surrounding the sample with a guard ring of matching shock impedance.

Also, it was suggested that the use of non-circular sample as well as

star-shaped impactor further minimize the edge effects.

Fig. 35 shows the schematic of the fixture that we have designed for

recovery of the shocked samples. It consists of a threaded steel capsule (A)

of inner diameter 86 mm and an outer diameter of 110 mm. The wall thickness

from the specimen side to the rear side of the capsule is 15 mm. The sample

is fitted into a matching hole in a circular disc (B) of same thickness. The
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35mm

Fig. 35 Schematic of the recovery fixture: (A) steel capsule, (B) specimen
disk, (C) cover plate, (D) locking plug and (E) target ring.

material of this specimen disc is chosen to match the mechanical impedance of

the sample to minimize the effect of the radial waves. This disc along with a

3 mm thick cover plate made of stainless steel (C) is positioned in the

capsule, and held there by means of a locking plug (D). The recovery fixture

is finally fixed onto a target ring (E) that can be mounted in the target

chamber and aligned so that the sample is parallel to the impactor. In

Fig.36, we give a photograph of the recovery capsule. In this recovery

capsule, even the ceramic samples, which would otherwise be totally lost as

dust in these destructive experiments, could be recovered safely. It may be
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 36 (a) Different parts of the recovery fixture: A - capsule, B - specimen
disk, C - cover plate, D - locking plug, and (b) the assembled
fixture.



mentioned that the sample retrieval from the capsule after shock loading is

also involved process. As the capsule deforms due to dynamic loading, it is

not possible to retrieve the sample simply by unlocking the plug and removing

the cover plate, but machining of the capsule and cutting of the cover plate

has to be done. A computer simulation is in progress to determine the effect

of interaction of release waves in the recovery fixture.

11. Applications

The gun has already been used for some phase transition investigations.

These include the study of shock-induced crystalline to amorphous phase

3 9

transition in q-GeO , the investigation of the effect of shear and oxygen

content on the shock induced-a (hep) to w (a three atom hexagonal) transition
4 0

in Ti and Zr, and determination of the orientation relations between a and u>
41

phase in shock-loaded Zr. These are briefly described in this section.

11.1 Shock Induced Amorphization of q-GeO-

The study of crystal to amorphous phase transitions under both static

and shock pressures is currently an active area of research. 2 a-SiO

(quartz), because of its geophysical importance, has been the most extensively

studied material by. both the loading methods, a-quartz is reported to

amorphize on application of a static pressure between 1 5 - 3 5 GPa, and

also under shock compression in 15-40 GPa pressure range. High resolution

electron microscopy measurements on shock recovered samples of quartz

revealed two types of disordered materials, one present in the transformation

lamellae and the other produced along the microfaults. The former has been

interpreted as arising due to solid-solid transformation (diaplectic glass)

and the later due to quenching of the molten material (fusion glass). Using
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electron microscopy, even shock ( « 28 GPa) amorphized Cristobalite (another

crystalline phase of SiO ) has been found to consist of both the diaplectic

53

and fusion glasses. To compare the mechanism of crystal to amorphous

transition under static and dynamic pressures and to examine whether the melt

quenched effect could be suppressed in an analogous transition that occurs at

a lower pressure, we have carried out gas-gun experiments on the quartz form

of GeO (q-GeO ), as it has been reported to amorphize in diamond cell

experiments at about 6 GPa?4'55

The metastable trigonal quartz phase of GeO was stabilized at room

temperature by quenching from melt. The samples were emplaced in a shock

recovery fixture as shown in Fig. 33. A specimen in the form of a rectangle,

with nominal dimensions 7 mm x 6 mm x 1 mm, was cut from the melt quenched

material (bulk density almost same as the crystal density) and fitted into a

matching hole in an aluminium circular disc of the same thickness. The

aluminium disc, along with a steel (SS 304) cover plate, was positioned in a

threaded steel (SS 304) capsule. This was finally fixed on to a target ring

that was mounted at the muzzle end of the gun in the target chamber to achieve

alignment of the sample parallel to the impactor. On impact of a flyer plate

attached to the nose of the projectile, the samples reached the final pressure

by a reverberating shock wave between the front steel cover plate and the

steel holder. The pressure in the sample was computed with the use of a

hydrodynamic computer code in conjunction with the measured projectile

velocity. The peak pressures{achieved in the five experiments reported here

were 5, 6.8, 7.3, 8.4 and 10 GPa. The shock recovered samples were

characterised using x-ray diffraction and Raman techniques.

The x-ray diffraction patterns on the shock recovered samples are

displayed in Fig. 37. The pattern of the sample recovered from 5 GPa is
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F i g . 37 X-ray powder d i f f r a c t i o n p a t t e r n s of q-GeO2 shock r ecove red from

(a ) 5 GPa, (b) 6 . 8 GPa, (c ) 7 . 3 GPa, (d) S.4 GPa and (e) 10 GPa.
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identical to Lhat at ambient conditions, and contains sharp peaks (100),

(101), (110), (102), (111) and (200) at d-spacings consistent with the quartz

structure of GeO ^7 For 6.8 GPa, the XRD pattern contains all the original

peaks, however, these are much broadened indicating that lattice strains are

present and/or the particle size is reduced. Moreover, this contains two

additional peaks (d spacings 4.04 A and 3.11 A) which do not correspond to

that of any known polymorphs of GeO . The x-ray diffraction for the samples

recovered at 7.3 and 8,4 GPa clearly show crystalline peaks riding on a large

amorphous background indicating that amorphization here sets between 6.8 GPa

and 7.3 GPa and the amount of the transformed material increases with

pressure. Finally, the pattern for the 10 GPa sample shows a broad hump

implying the glassy state of the material. The first glass peak is at q =* 1.5

A . (20 = 21.7°) which is in close agreement with the q value corresponding to

the first peak in the structure factor of the vitreous GeO and also that

of the pressure amorphized GeO under static conditions.

The Raman spectrum of q-GeO at ambient condition is shown in Fig. 38. The
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strongest peak at 441 cm is identical to that reported by Wolf et al. For

the sample unloaded from 5 GPa, there is no noticeable difference in the

Raman spectrum compared to that of the initial material. For the 6.8

GPa sample, the Raman lines are broadened, indicating some disordering. This

result is similar to that for the sample decompressed from 6.3 GPa in static

measurements?4 However, unlike that in static pressure experiments, the peak

of the 441 cm"1 band does not shift to higher frequency. Also, the spectrum

does not show any additional Raman lines expected from the new metastable

structure suggested by XRD measurements. This may be due to small

proportion of the new phase, the signals of which are overwhelmed by that of

the parent phase. Furthermore, the Raman peaks for the 10 GPa samples are very

broad suggestive of amorphization. No new Raman lines were observed.
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Fig.38 Raman spectra of q-GeO : (a) at ambient conditions (b) after shock

recovery from 6.8 GPa and (c) from 10 GPa. Raman measurements were
conducted using 514.5 nm line of an argon ion laser59 operated at a
power of 80 mW. The spot size was 50 jim. The spectra were recorded
without a polarization analyser?0
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We could not do electron microscopy measurements on shock recovered

q-GeO as the retrieved specimens were pulverised. Therefore, to determine the

nature of the disordered material (diaplectic and fusion glass components), we

u*:ed theory to estimate the shear band temperatures in GeO (Fig. 39). This

suggests that the fused GeO will not form up to the highest shock pressure

in our experiment and implies that the mechanism of shock induced

amorphization in q-GeO is a solid-solid one.

4300
K i l a e n t r o p i c Temperature
B : d « 2*im, c « 10 a"
C : d » 5jim, c « .10 e" 1

D : d » 2/im, c = 1 0 7 s " 1

E : d « Sum, c « 1 0 7 s " 1

F : d * 2tim, c « 10 B s" 1

5lim, c = 10 s"

300

fo ir,
Pressure (CJPa)

Fig. 39 Calculated shear band temperature as a function of shock pressure in
GeO
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11.2 a to (J phase transition in Ti and Zr

Group IV elements Ti and Zr undergo an irreversible phase transition from

the ct (hep) to u> (a three atom hexagonal) structure on application of pressure

under both static and shock conditions^1 The available data on the pressure of

this transition show a lot of scatter. By recording stress histories during

shock propagation and analyzing the shock recovered specimen, various research

groups detected this transition respectively at 11.9, 6.0 and 10.4 GPa in

Ti 6 2" 6 4 and 6.2, 7.0 and 9.2 GPa in Zr?5"67 Similarly, in quasi-static

experiments, the transition is found to begin in the pressure range 2.8-9 GPa

in Ti and 3.8-6 GPa in Zr.61 On the other hand, the same transition is

observed to occur reversibly at 2.0 and 2.2 GPa in the two elements in the

presence of shear thus almost eliminating the hysteresis effects. The effect

of shear on the pressure - induced phase transition is not much understood.

Though the studies addressing the influence of shear are only a few, these

indicate that the presence of shear may reduce hysteresis, change the

equilibrium transition pressure, and even alter the mechanism of a phase

transition. In the present study our objective has been as follows; (i) to

understand the causes of the scatter in the pressure of a - w transition under

shock conditions, particularly the influence of oxygen impurity at ppm level

in the samples; (ii) to examine the effect of dynamic shear on this

transition; and (iii) to understand the mechanism of this transition under

high strain rate loading.

11.2.1 Effect of Dynamic Shear on a - o) transition in Ti

Seven experiments have been carried out on Ti samples. The chemical

characterization indicated 1400 ppm oxygen impurity in them. Each target was

assembled using a pair of large titanium discs 58 mm in diameter and 3 mm in

thickness. The in-situ stress-histories in the specimen were recorded using
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manganin gauge technique. In these experiments the peak stress in the samples

ranged from 4.3 to 12.6 GPa. Four experiments up to 9 GPa pressure used

inclined plate impact configuration (inclination angle 14°- 21°) to induce

additional shear strain in the specimens. The shock-recovered titanium discs

were analyzed using neutron diffraction measurements.

The stress-history records did not show any discontinuity at the wave

front up to 9.6 GPa in the normal impact conditions, implying absence of the

transition (Fig. 40). The neutron diffraction patterns from the samples

recovered upto 12.6 GPa also showed presence of initial a-phase only. The

shocked samples from the inclined plate impact shot also did not show w-peaks

in the diffraction patterns. In all the cases, the relative intensities of the

diffraction peaks were found altered, suggesting shock-induced texture in the

material. The absence of the a - w transition in the normal impact

experiments seems to be due to high 0 impurity content (~ 1400 ppm) in the Ti

samples. As the transition has not been observed up to 9 GPa under inclined

"O _.

CM
CD

0)

"o

Time (1/*sec/div)
Fig. 40 Manganin gauge record for Ti shocked to 9.6 GPa
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impact, the effect of dynamic shear on this transition is not as dramatic as

in the static pressure experiments.

11.2.2 Effect of Oxygen Impurity on P in Zr

To study the influence of oxygen impurity on the transition, a shock

experiment was conducted on four zirconium samples prepared with varied oxygen

concentration of 200, 480, 1600 and 2800 ppm. Samples used were in the form of

discs, 1 mm thick and 10-12 mm in lateral dimensions. Due to the small size of

the samples, time-resolved stress measurements could not be done. These were

fixed into the matching holes in a 1 mm thick stainless steel disc and

emplaced in the same recovery fixture (Fig. 35). On impact of a S.S flyer

plate, the samples reached the final pressure of 12 GPa by a reverberating

shock wave between the two steel plates. The retrieved samples were analyzed

using XRD.

Fig. 41 XRD pattern of zirconium samples shock loaded to 12 GPa:(a) oxygen
impurity 200 ppm and (b) oxygen impurity 1600 ppm.
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We found that the 200 ppm sample substantially transformed to co phase,

the sample with 480 ppm oxygen showed just small peaks of co structure, but

those with 1600 ppm and 2800 ppm oxygen were still in the initial a - phase

only (Fig. 41). This experiment clearly brings out the influence of ppm level

oxygen concentration in the sample on the a - to structural transition in Zr.

This leads us to believe that the scatter in the reported transition pressures

could have been due to different levels of oxygen impurity in the samples used

by different research groups.

11.2.3 Mechanism of a — to Transition

The crystallographic nature of the pressure-induced a to to transition,

though it has been studied by many workers, is still a controversial issue.

Usikov and Zilbershtein (UZ) suggested that the transformation proceeds via

the p (bec) phase. From the product of the correspondence matrices of a-/3 and

/3-co transitions, they predicted two ORs :(I) (0001) [I (0111) ; [1120] II
<X U) Ot

[1011] and (II) (0001) II (1120) ;[1120] II [0001] . However, using the
60 0t CO • OX CO

selected area electron diffraction (SAD) measurements on the pressure treated

Ti and Zr, thjey ,obse'rved only variant I. Rabinkin et al on the other hand

observed~Three crystallographic equivalents of the variant II but explained

these in terms of another diffusionless model. In a later study employing

neutron diffraction measurement on the bulk Zr samples transformed to co phase,
7 2 - • '

Gupta et al observed plane parallelism between the initial a and the

transformed co phase in agreement with both the ORs of UZ. However, complete

ORs could not be determined. Recently, Song and Gray (SG) examined the shock

treated Zr samples and found yet another OR, i.e. (0001) II (1101)^; [1100]a II
[1123] , which according to these authors differ from all ORs observed

co

earlier. They also proposed a new model where co structure can be obtained from

the a structure without involving intermediate ft phase. To resolve the
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controversy, we have carried out SAD measurements on shock recovered Zr

samples to redetermine the ORs.

1 3

Various SAD patterns were recorded from the regions of coexistence of the

a and w phases in the Zr sample shock loaded to 12 GPa. By indexing these

patterns, the planes and directions common to both the lattices have been

determined. We observed predominantly the following ORs :

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(1102) II

(0111) II

(0001) II

10111) 11

(1211) II

(0002) II

(0002)a 11

(2201)w ;

(1210)
CO

(0lh)u ;

(ll01)u ;

(1100) ;
CO

(0lh)w ;

(0111) ;

[5143la II

15413] II

[21 To] II

[7523]a II

[7183] II

[1100] II

[1010] 11

[11201
u)

[ioii]u

[Toii]w

[2113]
CO

[Il26]u

[2110]
to

[1123]
CO

These clearly include the OR reported by SG and also variant (I) of UZ.

To understand the crystallographic nature of the a-to transition, the

stereographic projections for the a and to phases were drawn along (0001) and

(0111) reciprocal lattice vectors. These two stereograms were superimposed
0)

and rotated with respect to each other so that [2110] direction coincides

with [1011] direction to satisfy the OR for variant I of UZ. In this
to

orientation of the stereograms, the direction [1010] coincides with the

direction [1123] which represents our OR number (vii) which is also the OR
Lt)

reported by Song and Gray. This shows that the OR reported by SG is equivalent

to the OR for variant I of UZ. Moreover, the plot of the great circles

representing directions involved in the OR listed above show that all the

directions in the a-phase match with corresponding directions in the w-phase,

and that all these ORs are equivalent to the OR of variant I of UZ.
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•„„„ fltffcion) Nftfii)

Fig. 42 The superimposition of (0001) and (0111 ) y stereograms of Zr. The

great circle A represents [1010] U 11123]^ and B represents [2110^11

1011]
D
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Furthermore, the direction equivalence [1540] II [2113] as well as [4223] II

[1216] reported by SG are also satisfied as indicated by the overlap of the

corresponding great circles in the Fig.42.

The above analysis demonstrates that the OR between a and GJ phases

observed by us in shock loaded Zr is identical to that of variant I of UZ

(which of course is equivalent to OR of SG) reported under hydrostatic

conditions.
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